2014
UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS

Junior School

BOYS – SUMMER
• Blue shirts (short sleeved)
• Taupe shorts
• Belts (if required)
• Kippah
• Hat
• Socks

BOYS – WINTER
• Blue shirts (long sleeved)
• Taupe long trousers
• Belts (if required)
• Kippah
• Socks

GIRLS – SUMMER
• Blue shirts (short sleeved)
• Skirts
• Hat
• Socks

GIRLS – WINTER
• Blue shirts (long sleeved)
• Skirts
• Tights

GENERAL
• Winter Jacket (optional)
• Jumper (optional in Summer)
• School bags (size Small for Year K & 1 and size Medium for Year 2 and up)
• Library Bag
• Homework Pouch (Year 1 and up)

SPORTS GEAR
• Polo Sport Shirt
• Sport Shorts
• Tracksuits (optional in Summer)

Early Learning Centre

• Early Learning Centre Shirt (Pale Blue)
• Early Learning Centre Jumper (Navy Blue fleece) for Winter